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  . . . The powerful feature-set of the 64-Notes includes onboard MIDI; 36-Track keyboard layout; built-in full-function USB
MIDI implementation; onboard and external sequencers, samplers and instrument controllers; built-in and assignable-to-output
metronome; an integrated sound engine that plays back your presets; and the ability to record your sonic creations as 24-bit/96k
WAV files in stereo or surround. And of course, all of this power all in a rugged, reliable, performance-grade device that will
serve you well for years to come. Playing With The 64-Notes USB MIDI Keyboard The main panel of the 64-Notes features a

big silver metallic keyboard with a keybed that feels incredibly tight and responsive. The keys themselves are well-designed and
curved to give you a good feel for the key action as you play. The 64-Notes comes standard with a powerful and capable

36-Track sequencer that can handle up to 100 tracks with full MIDI implementation. With this you can, for example, write your
first song, tune it, and then play it on the road with your laptop, so you can listen to it over the air via any DAW (digital audio

workstation) or online sequencer. The 64-Notes sequencer is accessible via the main keyboard, dedicated shortcuts, and the built-
in sequencer pads on the front panel. To store your sequences, we are going to use Apple’s Logic Pro X. Once the Logic Pro X
software is installed and opened you’ll see a 64-Notes sequencer page similar to the below image: This page is a collection of

steps, one step per track, and each step is broken down into blocks of audio, MIDI, or automation that can be edited by using the
cursor. This is a great way to navigate a sequence and start to add some automation, and even after finishing the sequence and

saving it, you’ll find that you can easily edit, change, and manipulate the sequence to suit your style and needs. Below is a quick
video walk-through of the interface and a full tour of the 64-Notes sequencer. With the 64-Notes Sequencer, you can create

even more tracks than you might expect: With the 64-Notes you can record your favorite 16-step arpeggiator in a ‘Steps’ section
of a track 82157476af
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